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WASHINGTON, D.C. — The American Council of Independent Laboratories (ACIL) congratulates the new FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb on his confirmation by the U.S. Senate today. ACIL will embrace the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s new leadership to strengthen the safety of the food supply and we compliment the Commissioner Gottlieb’s goal of remedying the bureaucratic inertia that has hindered FDA’s work on several key issues. We welcome a more proactive, responsive FDA and this will greatly enhance the federal authority on food labeling, testing, and safety.

About ACIL

ACIL represents independent commercial scientific and engineering firms with over 1,000 facilities across the U.S. engaged in testing, product certification, consulting, and research and development to enhance public health and safety. A trade association based in Washington, D.C., ACIL provides opportunities for advocacy, education and cross-discipline synergy to its members, and also offers affiliated membership to manufacturer’s laboratories, consultants and suppliers to the industry.
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